Flexicore Closet Augers
For the Professional

Closet Auger Bag
Closet Auger Bag keeps the
closet auger contained and out
of sight as it’s carried to and
from the job.

3FL
Three Foot Flexicore ®
Professional 3 ft. Flexicore® Closet Auger is the ideal tool for
breaking up stoppages or removing lost objects in clogged toilet
bowls. Durable double layer Flexicore construction gives the
snake tremendous resistance to kinking. The Flexicore closet
auger works where plungers fail.

3/4" O.D.
Steel Tube
15/32" O.D.
Double Layer
Flexicore
Construction
Grip Clip

The tough outer steel tube is 3/4" in diameter. Inside,
a galvanized steel rod turns the cable. Other features include a
vinyl bowl guard, vinyl grip handle and turning handle, and
a “Grip Clip” for securing the cable.
Catalog Number
3FL
3FL-DH

3/8" Galvanized
Steel Rod
Vinyl Guard
Protects
Bowl

Weight/Pounds
Regular Head
4-1/2
Down Head
4-1/2

Six Foot Teletube ®
Heavy-duty 6 ft. Teletube Closet Auger clears stoppages
beyond the bowl. No need to lift the bowl, because the Teletube
has an extra three feet telescoped inside a guide tube until you
need it. After you’ve worked the first three feet into the bowl,
you can go three feet farther simply by pressing a button and
pulling the crank handle.

1-1/8" O.D.
Steel Tube
Vinyl Grip
Handle with
Grip Clip

T6FL-DH

Outer steel tube is a big 1-1/8" in diameter. The hexagonal
guide tube is even tougher than the steel rod we use in our
3FL closet augers. The Teletube weighs just a little more than
a 3FL too. Other features include a vinyl bowl guard, vinyl
grip handle and turning handle, and a “Grip Clip” for securing
the cable.
Catalog Number
T6FL
T6FL-DH

54

Weight/Pounds
Regular Head
5-3/4
Down Head
5-3/4

Down Head
Flexible down
head follows bowl
contours. It springs through
sharply angled passages while
protecting the inner walls
from chipping and breaking.

Flexicore® Cable
Double Spring Construction
Two layers of tempered spring
steel are coiled tightly over a
core of 49-stand wire rope.
It gives the tool tremendous
resistance to kinking. So tough
it carries a one-year warranty
against defect or breakage
Flexicore Patent Nos.
2,244,735 and 2,849,870

Cutaway

Hexagonal
Guide Tube

Press button, pull back on handle, and
you’ve released three more feet of cable.

